
The Pre Lecture videos were amazing. Kelly's overall organization and knowledge of the subject. Even though it was a difficult course I strongly grasped the
content taught. I could tell that she really cares a lot about her students. I'm upset that I chose to take the other summer calc 2 class instead of the one with her.
A small set of pre lecture homework problems would be nice so then it makes paying attention to the videos more crucial.

The course was really well laid out and Kelly taught in a way that made me want to be involved in her class. The one thing I wish could have been different is
if we had more time to study for the final because it's more material than the prior three weeks.

The structure of the course was well-designed for the fast pace of an intensive. The time in the classroom was well-spent applying and practicing newly-
learned content and developing skills to use on a wide range of problems.

The willingness to work through homework problems and help students work through problems on their own as opposed to just lecturing the entire time was
quite helpful.

Speed and community

Watching the videos, then hearing lectures and then going home to do the homework made it much easier to grasp concepts and learn the material in a quick
manner. Also, the accelerated course layout helped me piece the concepts together and learn the material as a whole rather than as individual pieces
independent of one another.

The class schedule was very organized and easy to follow,everything in the quizzes and exams were fully covered.

The instructor provided a lot of extra study material, which was very helpful.

Flip course works amazing. The group quiz gives a nice break and maintain focus and helps you learn.

Lecture Videos coupled with daily quizzes and review provided ample opportunity to learn, review, and apply concepts

The lecture videos and daily quizzes really helped me learnt eh material.
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The concise and clear teaching and communicative style as well as the empathy shown by the instructor made this a very enjoyable class.MacArthur

She taught very well and was able to explain the content and she was very helpful feedback on what students need to work onMacArthur

Available when needed. extremely knowledgeable.MacArthur

I loved when office hours were held in the classroom. I felt like this increased participation since we were showing up early for help and that carried over into
the scheduled class time.

MacArthur

You are very aware of the students in the classroom and what they are experiencing, and you do your best to keep the energy level up and moving, so that
students are still processing and learning rather then just falling asleep,or in their own world. You are very intelligent and involve the entire class, answering all
questions. You are a phenomenal teacher, thank you.

MacArthur

Her knowledge on the subject and willingness to go through questions thoroughly.MacArthur

Having the class compare and work through our different ideas for solving a problem is more effective for developing strong skills than simply having the class
copy down example problems. This is why I found this course very engaging, and I learned the content quickly and thoroughly. Discussing and disputing
solutions forces us to prove answers rigorously and to communicate our work effectively, which strengthens our comprehension not only of Calculus, but of
critical mathematical concepts. I really appreciated the attention paid to the details of working through problems and how common mistakes were explained
and resolved.

MacArthur

She made everything easy to understand and in the time she had to teach, everything was laid out well and we covered everything we needed too. We were
always busy with math which was nice because we weren't lolly-gagging.

MacArthur

Walking around looking at our papers and giving one on one help during class. Asking homework questions and taking the time to fully explain them. The pre
lecture videos were great

MacArthur

She presented the concepts and ideas with clarity that prevented confusion. By defining key concepts and repeating them, I was able to more effectively learn.
The repetition of basic ideas allowed me to learn them quicker and better understand the next step. Her ability to interact with the class too while making
learning inclusive was very effective. By doing groups, board problems, individual problems, and homework, learning was encouraged for all types of learning
styles.

MacArthur

I love Kelly because I have taken Cal I with 2 other student professor during the regular school year. Though they were probably amazing at Math, they did not
know how to teach or explain concepts so that students can understand. Professor Kelly is passionate about the course which makes student more excited to
learn. She also understand that students learn differently which makes the student feel more comfortable especially for a hardcore introvert like I am.

MacArthur

She was very understanding about mental health issues and she was very willing to accommodate and provide advice and any help with course material
needed.

MacArthur

The instructor was really clear in explaining material and answering questions.MacArthur

Question: Instructor Comments

Immediate feedback on quizzes and tests. group work on quizzes.

in class discussion and how it wasn't so much as a lecture as actually doing the problems

The notes posted online to print out were very helpful.

Recommended HW problems for the last couple sections had problems that were not covered in the lectures and were not tested on.

You are an amazing teacher, I absolutely love your class. 1.writing on the board to teach as opposed to power point, I think it's excellent. The fact that you
write your own tests,so that we are being tested on what is taught is awesome as well. Thank you!
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